


1. (vs. 4a) 1. (vs. 4a) ““You,You,”” JohnJohn’’s readerss readers, , ““are from are from 

GodGod”” and are gently addressed as and are gently addressed as ““little little 

children.children.””
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2. (vs. 4b) They had accomplished 2. (vs. 4b) They had accomplished 

something of great significance in something of great significance in 

having having ““overcome them,overcome them,”” the false the false 

prophets of vs. 1, and thus the evil prophets of vs. 1, and thus the evil 

spirits behind them. The reason for this spirits behind them. The reason for this 

was not due to any greatness of their was not due to any greatness of their 

own, but ratherown, but rather……
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• “because greater is He who is in you 

than he who is in the world,” the 

reference being to the Holy Spirit 

versus Satan.
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1. (vs. 5a) 1. (vs. 5a) ““They,They,”” the the false prophetsfalse prophets, , ““are are 

from the world,from the world,”” in contrast to the in contrast to the 

readers.readers.
2. (vs. 5b) They bear the characteristics of 2. (vs. 5b) They bear the characteristics of 

their source their source in what they sayin what they say..
3. (vs. 5c) The reception they get, that 3. (vs. 5c) The reception they get, that ““the the 

world listens to them,world listens to them,”” shows shows 

wholehearted acceptance and approval wholehearted acceptance and approval 

by the world.by the world.
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1. (vs. 6a) Like the readers (vs. 4), John 1. (vs. 6a) Like the readers (vs. 4), John 

says, says, ““We,We,”” i.e., the apostles (1:1ff.), i.e., the apostles (1:1ff.), 

““are from God.are from God.””
2. (vs. 6b) It followed that, 2. (vs. 6b) It followed that, ““he who knows he who knows 

God listens to us,God listens to us,”” the apostles.the apostles.

3. (vs. 6c) So also, 3. (vs. 6c) So also, ““he who is not from he who is not from 

God does not listen to us,God does not listen to us,”” the apostles.the apostles.
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3. (vs. 6d) Here we come to the final test 3. (vs. 6d) Here we come to the final test 

in testing the spirits: in testing the spirits: ““By this we,By this we,”” both both 

the apostles the apostles andand the readers, the readers, ““know the know the 

spirit of truth and the spirit of error.spirit of truth and the spirit of error.””
• What is the test in that? It is simply 

whether or not people respond to 

the fundamental doctrines of the 

apostles, including their Christology, 

that is, their view of the person and 

work of Christ. He must be 

understood to be the Christ (1Jn. 

5:1), who accomplished the work 

that God gave Him to do (1Jn. 2:1-

2).


